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America 2010: The Latest Demographic Trends
supplanted due to reduced immigration, deferred
retirement migration (a consequence of eroded retirement
savings accounts) and an uncertain real estate market.
Taking its place, the Mountain states of Colorado, Utah
and Wyoming each show high-growth forecasts
throughout, as do the coastal counties of the Carolinas
and Georgia. Among metropolitan areas, Phoenix
remains a growth magnet but former hotspots such as
Riverside – San Bernardino and Las Vegas have cooled.

Each year Bancography updates its software tools and
analytic databases with current year demographics in
order to most accurately describe the markets our clients
serve. And each year, the demographic update reveals
interesting trends about the American landscape.
Several notable trends emerged in 2010.

Household growth
•

Florida is no longer a growth market. As recently as
2007, six of the 25 fastest growing large counties (at
least 50,000 households) in the U.S. were in Florida; in
2010 none. America’s onetime growth capital has been

•

Top decile

Despite Florida’s slowdown, growth expectations remain
high in many major Southeast and Southwest metros.
Raleigh – Durham, Atlanta and Nashville each rank
among the nation’s fastest-growing markets, as do the
Texas quartet of Dallas, Houston, Austin and San Antonio.
In other regions, the Washington DC suburbs continue to
show high growth prospects, hosting four of the 15 fastest
growing large counties; as do the Seattle and Portland
metros in the Northwest. The overall U.S. household base
is projected to grow by 4.8% over the next five years, well
below the 7% rate that held prior to the economic
downturn of 2008.

Income
Bottom decile

Five Year Projected Household Growth

•

Income remains sharply concentrated along the
Northeast corridor, with nearly every county from
Washington to Boston ranking (continued on page three)

In Digital Signage, Content is King
In the June 2010 Bancology article Taking a Closer Look at
Your Branches, we touched on many of the brick and mortar
issues that keep retail and marketing folks awake at night.
It’s not easy being a retail marketer, particularly one in the
financial services industry. Marketing communications
deployed at retail is multi-faceted with many elements
to manage. It requires multiple messages at multiple
customer touch points; it must provide continuity with
out-of-branch messages; and it should be refreshed fairly
frequently. Throw in the added layer of a healthy mix of
digital and paper-based elements, and you quickly see
why the larger institutions employ merchandising and
retail marketing specialists to “own” the space.
But the realities of today’s economic climate
force many financial retailers to do more with
less staff, and you may suddenly find yourself
managing the point of contact communications.
To help you get your arms around environmental

communication, we’re devoting a series of articles designed
to ramp up your knowledge in what may be unchartered
territory. Even if you have been involved in “shopper
marketing” (as the big retailers now call it) for some time,
we hope our tips and insights will resonate with your
particular knowledge and approach.
Nothing seems to cause greater heartburn among
financial services marketers than digital signage …
or as your organization may call it, “flat screens.” They’ve
been the darlings of the retail world for several years now,
and rightfully so. They represent a wonderful opportunity to
bring a dynamic package of message, motion, branding and
promotion to your sales floor. Digital signage sells product,
reduces perceived wait time, entertains, educates, and if
done correctly, endears your brand to the viewer.
A successful digital signage deployment includes
several critical components: placement, size, scheduling,
zoned messaging and content.(continued on page two)
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Digital Signage has
been the darling of
the retail world for
several years now,
and rightfully so.
It represents a
wonderful opportunity
to bring a dynamic
package of message,
motion, branding and
promotion to your
sales floor.

New Release
in September
Bancography will release the
2010 Bancography Brand
Value Index (BBVI) rankings in
the upcoming weeks. The BBVI
calculates the value of an
institution’s brand and ranks that
institution among its peers. Visit
www.bancography.com/bbvi.html
for more details.

Placement and size are difficult to address without performing
a physical audit of your facilities, and of course each location
presents its own set of circumstances. A good rule of
thumb is that you should seek assistance from a digital
merchandising provider to ensure your investment in a
digital point-of-sale network will be seen.
But placement is only one of the many battles for the
share of your clients’ minds and attention while they visit your
facility. What is actually seen on screen is perhaps the most
critical ingredient. Surely you’ve heard that content is king,
and this couldn’t be more true when it comes to digital signage.
We call it “feeding the monster,” and it has a voracious
appetite for fresh, relevant and engaging content. Crafting
and designing digital signage content should not be assigned
to the person in your department who knows PowerPoint
really well. The messages need to follow some basic
guidelines, and the visuals should be of broadcast (television)
quality. At the very least, you should incorporate Flash
animation and ideally introduce video elements into the mix.
As for the messages themselves, we asked John
Mathes, Bancography’s director of brand strategy, to share a
few basic tips and insights in crafting messages that resonate
and motivate. John is particularly qualified in this arena
with a background in branding, broadcast advertising and
environmental engagement strategy. He’s won numerous
creative awards for point-of-sale creative, and he presents
at industry conferences on a variety of related topics.
He structured his creative development comments
into the following categories:

Passing through the brand filter. All messages need
to reflect the brand positioning of the organization, including
adoption of the established personality and tonality. Imagery
and verbiage should follow previously approved standards and
guidelines. Messages need consistency and continuity with
the brand as well as the other communication vehicles
outside of the brick and mortar. In keeping with the brand
standards, avoid syndicated content that your competitors may
be running and don’t use off-the-shelf templates and shells.
And absolutely no direct cable feeds from local or network
programming. It’s always embarrassing to broadcast your
competitor’s advertising in your lobby. There are many directfeed suppliers of financial news, national news and local
weather that you can purchase and brand as your own.
Keeping it simple. All point-of-sale advertising, including
digital signage execution, should follow the rules of effective
outdoor advertising. For copy parameters, keep messages in
a series of five words or less each (I call these brand bytes;
see Brand Bytes article in March 2009 Bancology). Copy
should be clear, concise, relevant and motivating. Be direct
and declarative. Utilize all the tools in your copy development
toolbox including alliteration, metaphors and rhyme. Throw in
an occasional pun if it’s not too corny. Use as many action

words as possible to paint vivid pictures in the mind. Be repetitive, as
your viewers will engage with the message at different points in the
run cycle. Always keep in mind that time is your enemy. The longer
it takes viewers to make sense of your message, the less chance
they will be able to read and understand the whole thing. Which
leads us to a discussion on the visual component.

Eye candy for the branch. Effective visual engagement
involves the 3 Rs: readability, recognition and recall. For readability
and legibility, it’s easiest to outline what to avoid: multiple fonts,
ornate fonts, blocks of copy and the overuse of different colors.
Best practices for easy recognition include: using san-serif fonts,
making the text large enough (at least 70 pixels tall) and
remembering that contrast is more important than color. Recall
for your branding and promotions gets assistance by breaking the
paper-based rule on logo use. For digital messages, always keep
your logo on screen (just like the big television networks). The
opposite directive is the guideline for your paper-based messages.
Don’t waste valuable real estate with your logo, as the clients are
already in your branch and they know it. As mentioned earlier,
incorporate video and flash animation into your digital signage
content to provide dynamic and eye-catching messages.

Best practices:
1. Schedule your messages in programs of eight to 12 minute pods.
2. Mix up the content by finding a balance between branding,
product, promotion and community-based messages.
3. Introduce new content into your mix every four to six weeks.
4. Adjust your program schedule by time of day, day of week
and specific locations within your branches.
5. Structure clear call-to-action directives for your promotions.
Tell the viewer what to do and how to do it.
6. Don’t rely on sound; it creates noise that your employees
will find obnoxious and turn off.
7. Remember that hardly anyone will see your messages from
start to finish, so repeat the important details
8. Great graphic design is critical, but in digital signage, copy sells.
9. Treat all messages like “indoor outdoor.”
10. Partner with an outside provider of digital content to
maximize your digital signage investment.

Final thoughts
According to a new Arbitron study, more than 70% of the U.S.
population, or 181 million, has viewed a digital sign display out of
home in the past month, while 52% of the population, or 135
million, has viewed a digital sign display in the past week. Digital
signage in public venues reaches more Americans each month
(70%) than video over the Internet (43%) or Facebook (41%).
Serving as the last three feet of the marketing effort, digital
signage (and other point-of-sale messaging) is the only medium
executed at the critical point where products and consumers meet
at the same time. It is no coincidence that with 74% of all purchase decisions made in brick and mortar, an increasing number
of financial services retailers are investing in digital signage. You
should, too … just remember to feed the hungry content monster.
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How to Build a Successful Direct Mail Campaign
There was a time when bank credit card solicitations
were so rampant that their near ubiquity provided fodder
for jokes, stories and other derisive comments. Everyone
had a story of how someone they knew had received a
credit card offer for a child, a long deceased relative or
even for the family pet. But as the economy slowed
and credit quality deteriorated, the deluge of credit
card mailers diminished to a light mist. The resulting
dearth of credit card mailers in America’s mailboxes
may offer an opportunity for financial institutions to
gain greater awareness and response for their own
direct mail campaigns.
Financial institutions can sell more than credit cards
through direct mail, and the channel has successfully
supported campaigns for checking, money market, home
equity and other relationship-oriented products. There
is an adage that direct marketers have touted for years:
the list accounts for 70% of the success of a campaign;
the offer 20%; and the design of the mail piece only
10%. Whether those proportions are exactly accurate
is debatable (and difficult to corroborate empirically),
but marketers hold broad consensus on the premise
that list selection is paramount.

But despite the hundreds of available variables, almost
all financial purchase decisions can be described in
terms of five variables: age, income, length of residence,
presence of children and homeownership status. Almost
all other variables are correlated with one of these core
variables, and thus would add complexity to a model
without increasing precision. For example, there is little
benefit to including education level in a model, since
education is highly correlated with income. In other words,
selecting prospects based on income and education level
brings little benefit over selecting on income alone.
While more complex models will combine the five
variables in equations (e.g., response score = 1.5 x age +
0.4 x length of residence), a simple model can select
categorically based on your institution’s target segments
and your knowledge of the product offering. For example,
for a money market campaign, a bank targeting emerging
affluent segments might select age range 35 – 54; income
$75,000 – $150,000; households with children. This could
then support a campaign touting the liquidity, premium
rate structure and FDIC-insured benefits of money market
accounts as a college savings vehicle.

Models to select the top prospects for a campaign
can use complicated statistical techniques in order to
identify the most likely responders. If you’d like to
review the in-depth mathematics behind discriminant
analysis, general linear models and other modeling
tactics, contact Bancography or your direct mail vendor
for details. However, you can also design effective
models on a simpler basis, to improve response rates for
campaigns initiated in-house. Below are several guidelines for selecting the prospect list for a mail campaign:
> Align the list with your institution’s historic
target segments. Direct mail is not the vehicle
for repositioning a brand or introducing a new line
of business. Use direct mail to leverage broader
marketing investments by offering products to
your institution’s core segments, which will likely
already be aware of your brand and its orientation.
> A few simple demographic variables can
yield a highly predictive model. List providers
offer a seemingly endless array of variables, as
diverse as occupation of the head of household,
whether a single-family home has a swimming
pool or how many autos the household owns.

(continued on page four)

The Latest Demographic Trends continued from page one

northern Michigan. In contrast, western states such as
California, Washington, Colorado and Wyoming attract
younger household bases, a trait shared with major
employment centers such as Atlanta, Chicago,
Houston and the Northeast corridor cities.

Minority population
•

Top decile

Bottom decile

Median Household Income
among the top 10% of all U.S. counties in terms of
affluence. In other parts of the nation, top ranking
income levels are found in the San Francisco Bay Area,
Portland, Seattle and Denver; in Houston and Dallas; and
in the major metros of the Midwest such as Chicago and
Minneapolis. Affluence is highly correlated with
urbanicity, with most of the lowest-income areas spread
across rural areas of the deep South, the Appalachian
states and the sparsely populated West Texas –
New Mexico region.

Age
•

America’s heartland continues to age, with the
oldest regions spanning the midsection of the
country through the Dakotas, Nebraska, Kansas,
Oklahoma and central Texas. The coal mining
communities of western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia also show older household bases; as do
traditional retirement hubs such as Florida, the
Blue Ridge Mountains and the lakefront towns of

The traditional U.S. melting pot appears less evident
than in prior years, as minority populations remain
concentrated in specific regions of the country rather
than spread across the nation. A broad corridor from
southern California to Texas contains the nation’s largest
Hispanic-American concentrations, while a corridor from
the Mississippi Delta through central Alabama, rural
Georgia and South Carolina contains the nation’s largest
African-American concentrations. Three-hundred and
seventy of the 3,141 U.S. counties are now “majority
minority,” i.e., non-white residents (including census
reporting categories Hispanic, Black, Asian, Aleut, Native
American and Pacific Islander) represent more than 50%
of residents. This compares to 350 counties in 2007.

For detailed maps and tables showing the fastest
growing counties, most affluent counties and other interesting
2010 demographic statistics, visit www.bancography.com/
bancology.html. And if you need detailed information on your
institution’s markets, contact us at info@bancography.com
or 205-252-6671.

How to Build a Successful Direct Mail Campaign continued from page three

NEWS

Bancography will exhibit at the
BAI Retail Delivery
Conference & Expo
October 19 - 21, 2010
in Las Vegas.
Visit us at Booth 1409.

> Don’t forget geographic indicators. Direct mail
campaigns often fare best with in-branch fulfillment,
so mail only within the primary trade areas of your
branches. Trade areas vary inversely with population
density. In the densest urban areas, limit mail
recipients to within one mile of the branch. Increase
the range to two or three miles in less dense urban or
suburban areas and up to five miles in rural areas.
Also, keep in mind that direct mail is a complementary
marketing channel, building on preexisting awareness
of the institution’s franchise and brand. This argues in
favor of mailing into areas where the bank or credit
union already enjoys strong penetration, to leverage
word of mouth referrals, community investments
and branch visibility.
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> Past performance is absolutely indicative of
future results. Unlike in securities sales, no disclosures
are needed for direct mail programs. In fact, past
experience offers an outstanding basis for designing
future campaigns. Examine the purchase behavior of
prior clients in terms of demographics, life stage, product
purchase sequence and branch proximity. Use your
customers’ profiles and historic purchase behavior to
winnow the universe of prospects to a group that closely
reflects your institution’s past successes.
Finally, once you’ve defined the parameters for the mail
campaign, always employ a control group – a randomly
selected group of recipients – so you can measure the response
rate of your carefully selected, segment specific list against the
response rate from a list compiled with no selection criteria.
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